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n1111110 of itilVERS117 IDILATIM PROFESSORS student writing problem. We real of remedial writing program for

AN1)110111 PNEPTIMS i iiuiii WRITinr,

hitt, diction

There is current w ere1 concern slang university

prillessors ahout the writ* defichencies of untlergrriluate

suldents In a C011ege of Edgcation, charged with the

itqlxisihilifV of Ureparing elementary mil secthdary teachers

this concern is particularly evident. The topic is voiced in

illiversulIon ammg faculty-, and occasionally the ccmcern is

formaliod in a discussion at faculty meetings or In a motion of

ev projr.is cmittee.

Often it is unclear what the issues and pc.blen6 discussed

Nally are. Professors sometimes speak in generalities and it is

difficult. to determine just what specific aspects of student

writing are causing the difficulties as perceived.

qv purpose in undertaking this study is to determine just

what College of Education professors at the University of

Saskatchewan perceive as problems in students' writing, Atv

interest was to determine the specifics of perceived student

writing prohlems. However, I also wanted to discouer if any

relationships existed between professors' perceptions of student

writing priiiiems, the types of written course requirements they

est ish for students, mil their atm attitudes todard languale,

Many institutions have taken direct action to the perceived

students identified from col)ulsory university entrance writing

examination results as being in need of neip. Research has hen

, conducted of student writing and written languaje deficiences and

patterns of errors have been found; certair types of problems

recur at many educational levels.

In response to perceived student writing defidencies, many

universities in North America have introduced Mandatory writing

exeminitioni for Ei students; In Canrita Frith the University

of Torcati, rid very recently the adversity of Alberta - Canada's

two largest universities repuire all students to sit for a

writing test won entry, In the case of the University of Alberta

this remirement includes incasing transfer students (from other

tertiatV education inaitutions) rid foreign students. Remedial

programs have been in Ore for c,oeral Years in some Canadian

universities;

Design and Procedures

An extensive survey questionnaire was prepared lAspendix A,

for faulty members to complete. It was distributed at the

beginning of the first term of the 1983-84 acainlic year,

Respondents were requested to complete the survey Questionnaire by

the end c1 the first term, and they were encouraged to collect and

attach samples of student writing during that time;

1
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Anonymity was guaranteed on the questionnaire and in the

itioutioi of results, thoigh saw respondents voluntarily made

themselves kw' and/or cemented profusely. lOne person even

"corrected" the questionnaire!) Mid-way through the term a

written remit went out to all faculty, and in January 1494 the

Writei went atonal in person knoCking on iiibrs .ind urging

recalcitrants to reply that week, That venbire resulted in six

iinal resixxises,

The questionnaire asked for a oansiderahle amount of data.

Respextents were asked b5 indicate their departA0nts, the levels

of oursels) taught; whether or not they required written

exNninatimi in their cuirses; the types of examinations set, and

type of assignments set. Then came a detailed listing of student

writing errors which respondents checked; ranked-, and to which

they added their own and/or gave examples of collected student

writirvi 0 illustrate error types.

Finally respendents were asked to oanplete a 38-item language

attitude inventory (Appendix Bl. Responses to the attitude

inventory were guaranteed for confidentiality and anonymity.

Respoolents indicated alreement or disagreement with each of the

18 statoments. Ageeement for each item indicated either a

"tralitional" or "linguistic" attitude toward that item.

Save/ questionnaires were distributed to all full-time

1110ty aLskrs in the College of Education during the 1983-04

4

academic year minus those on sahhatical or other leave; Foll-time

faulty are those with continuing appointments and who may he

tenured or untenured meters; Excluded were persons on one-vear

or term appointments such as sessional and term lecturers; Tahle

1 gives the embers of persons receiving survey questionnaires in

each deportment of the °allege of Education.

Insert Tahle 1 about here

Analysis

Data on the questionnaire were of three types. Respondents

were asked to check bores which corresPonied to their situation or

perception. These responses were coded and tallied onto a master

copy of the questionnaire.

Second, respondents were also asked to rank order items which

dealt specifically with types of student writing errors.

Respondents checked types of errors and then ranked those checked

from a "1" for most frequently occurring to the least frequently

omairring. Rankings varied from one remondent to mother

acoordirq to the riiikei of ite hedid.

In order be cede the ranking the followirq procedure was

06d. If a reilitOdent ranked three items then the item ranked

first would he coded with a value of three; the item ranked second

would he coded with a V410 of too; and the last ranked item would
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he oiled with a value of one, If five items were ranked, the

first ranked mai he given a value of five, and so on. Thus

values given for ranked items are not tallies but are weighted

values,

Pie third type of data was written. It was of two varieties,

First caw student writing problems and errors %filch rethrindents

hat encaintered but kinich did not appear as ccdable items on the

guestionieire. Mese items ,ere collected verbatim for each

category, Seofd came actual examples of student errors stroll as

spell* and student writing samples, These were all collected

in 6.JCh bf the estecjortee; They are reported is their

ehtiretV in Ayperviix

ifidbi to the questionnaire WAS the language attitude

inventOry, This was "marked' by using a key provided by the

designers (Kean A Persunke, 19761, Agreements and disagreements

for items were marked individually as either displaying a

"traditional" or "linguistic" attitude, All traditional and

linguistic markings were totalled, aid the predominance of one

omr the other nit of the total of 38 items resulted in a decision

4 either a traditional or linguistic attitude towards language

for the resixxklent,

Restri:ts

A rob' of 33 questionnaires were receive . The hreakicAni of

U

A

responses by department is shown in MIA 2; This renresentil A

return rate of 45 percent;

Insert Table 2 that here

However, 3ot all 13 members of faculty receiving questionnaires

were in a position to respond, Two professors taught canes in

the French language, Three professors were in the field

supervising student teachers in the extended practical program.

Three administrators did 03 teaching during the first term and

therefore could not respond. One person was assigned Program

ccunselling responsiblities and was not in a position to fill cut

the questionnaire,

Removal of the nine persons described above leaves a response

rate of 52 per cent which is reworable for a questionnaire

survey, By department the best response rates were from

Curriculum Studies and Educational Administration. The forner

department is the one in which the writer resides' this factor

might have operated to influence the return rate. The poorest

respoint rates were from the departments of Eakational PsYdinlogy

self Edicational Itundations, thrqi one response from eadi Of

these departhentS was thorough,

The questionnaire required more time to ocgolete than the

writer had anticipated. Several persons ommented on the time





onnitrant; one suggested that two hours was needed to properly

owlete the questionnaire, Cue fealty (Rater also stated that

the questionnaire deilailed of the resoondent s:phlst1catx1

kowleige of grainer and terminology. He avoided the

vestkuldire for ihjs reason, Hie response to the questionnaire

night explain Why others did not retool even with written

reminderi en1 a personal visit.

Nirses Taught

There was a )55d balance betWeen junior courses taught (fit

your mil second yearl with 22 responses, znA senior courses (third

aud fourth years) with 25 feiponses: Also; a fair balance existed

compulsory or core program courses (18 responses) and

elective curses 122 responses), Therefore the results should be

representative of undergraluate courses throwticut the four years

01 0h 4! elementary and secondary programs; and of student choice of

ses,

Examinations

Alm)st all instructors required written midterm examinations

21 responses) an) final examinations Ill responses). At the

University of Saskatrioan final examinations are required unless

an illividual professor applies for an exemotioc. This likely

a7ourf,d kw) instares.

The nut Dann type of written examination was one requiring

short essays, defined as those requiring less than 30 minus to

write. Exactly two-thirds (22( professors used this type of

examination. Next care the lerqthy essay requiting 3)) to 60

minutes of writing time (15 responses), felled by paragraph

slaters (12 responees). Senferce lerqth answers mil multiple

choice bawd were dirtied by seven ml six respondents

respectively.

It seems clear that Education professors are requiring

It53ent8 to write in essay format with connected discourse; uhere

stdientS are required to sdhStantiate a topic or issue and develop

a written response which requires organization of content and

thought;

Class size certainly determines the type of examination used.

Cne could hypothesize that professors teaching smaller, classes -

In the vicinity of 30 students - are more mot to use essay format

exatinations; while perofessors teaching large classes - 40 or

more students - are prediapceed to using sentence resoonse aryl

multiple choice fiat examinations,

Writtenissitaments

All hut two respondents used written assignments as part of

cause evaluatiens. Courses in iimlio-vierial Oratiotien woad lend

themselves to Wm/ students prepare materials rather than write

essays. Ihe most common type of assignment was described as the



critical analysis over Ili responses), This type of assignment

&maids an argimentive mode of discourse, including a definite

structuring of the paper, aodthe need to arrive at a conclusive

statement Mitch logically follow from the argument.

Three types of assignments were all equally pqnular, The

research per requiring review of literature was used by 12

professors; the research report which reports original research

done by or iriccnjunction with the student was used by 11

resndrdents, Criginal research at the undergraduate level is

limited in scope, It might include the conducting of an

experiment with Children, don-Wing a mall sum using a

partroular instructional able Or materials especially iteveltaid,

or replicating part Of a research study Ofidica.d arid repotted

The conceatpal development paper me up the major type of

written assigned issued by II respondents. This pet also

requires the argumntiye rode of discourse. Least tised of the

eatable types of assignments was the titeratbre review (6

responses):

In the 'other' section there were six responses for major

tvpas of assignments used. Each was reported by one person only,

ai included haying students write al analyze a journal-, write a

detailed case study, program end run a statistics file on the

corpoter, write a 'controlled research' report, write Mout/from

10

personal reflection-, and write/mt. ,p projects and reports.

The major type of written coarse assignment was that

requiring the armumentive role of discourse or the research report

format, these types of assignments are required in junior and

senior level courses, There are particular conventions dazanded

by these two modes of discourse relating to the stance of the

writer, the structuring of the whole essay as well as individual

paragraphs or sections, the ability to be critical yet tentative

in ar:Iving at generalizations, and the ability to reach a

concluding statement following a logical development of an

argumen'; or thesis,

Perceived Problem and Deficiences in Undergraduate Student

!Elting

This sectica fbiled the balk Of the questionnaire, It is

ccganized unAer Subheadings witch point to particular aspects Of

writing aid as syntik, usage, conCeptualization, oplanizatinn,

all *drinks, RepOrting of results is organized ureter these five

Pespondenti were Aid to third hies, add their 041 areas Of

concern, and give cut exsples f Stdrterital iititi649; .611 of

these data will be reported under each subheading,

1. Problems in Syntactic Construction

The data for this section are provided in Tile 3, All nine

0
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specified areas were checked with no wide variance between them.

InsertT4bli 3 *out here

Sentence fragments and verb tense maned to pear slightly more

often than the others. When rankings are considered there are two

aspects that appear equally in terms of wide cccurrence. They are

sentence fragments and run-on sentences, Following close in

talked cecurrente are comma splices and prom reference.

The first three of these problems are all of the sentence

variety. They may result from the writer losing focus of the

subject of the sentence whilst composing and neglecting to go back

to reread the sentence, Sentence fragments may result from a

desire to add information utich is antecedent to the previous

sentence. This is an aid-on approach to writing. They may also

result from the student simply writing thcughts as they care to

mind, The writer does not pause to integrate the thoughts and

structure them before cammiting them to Paper. tr rices the

writer attempt to integrate one sentence or idea with another.

Sentence fragment writing, as with ma spikes and run co

sentence writing, will likilY read as didjoirited-, freleinted, and

even desultory.

There were interesting consents made in the 'other" segment

of this section, COe reSpident Added that students used

12

prepositions for adjectives, such as 'like' in 'like I said'.

Several other respondents also confused use with syntactic

construction and included use items in this segment, For

example, one stated that correct usage 'implys (sic) collective

nouns take a singular verb.' The exuaale given was *me team is

in trouble. Edenton is In tom for a football game' as popcSed

to 'Edmonton are in tom.

Syntactic construction problem° under "other' were vrgue.

Comments such asIwkward sentence constructinn, appear to start

co an idea and then eid qualifying phraees or inaporcoriate

points", mod %board, clumsy sentence structure" are tiCed. one

person menticoed a lack of variety in the Wks of sentences ded.

2. Probleos in Usage

I have already ehieri that there exists Bare =Mice between

usage and syntax. The results for problems in usage pear in

Tile 4. The use of meessives created most problems (23

responeesi folly by the careless (*IWO of words or parts of

words (18 MONK, then the use of adjectives for adverb and

vice versa (17 reepcosesl.

Insert Table 4 about here

Wien rankings are considered the use of possessives still
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cones out as being the most commonly perceived problem, followed

hy die careless omission of words or parts of words, then

aljective for Moab and vice versa.

Problems with the use of the possessive probably results from

students overcompensating when unsure. They tend to use the

apostrophe 's' when uncertain, and consequently overgeneralixe to

instances when it is incorrect. 1,rpoi (1964) used the term

"hypercorrection" for a similar tendency at the phonological

level.

Careless omission of words or parts of words likely occurs

because students neglect to proofread. If students cull develop

the habit of proofreading their paPers, and then have via* else

proar6d, pallets sod h as theft might well be eliiminated or

sibStantially reduced.

The adjective for adVerb and vice versa is camrn in casual

speoclii the "qtcd-well", "nice-nicely" distinction is cne Which is

not Made in informal talk, hut it is necessary to make the

distinctinn in formal writing, Studentg are often not familiar

with the formal usage MOW° of acidalic writing) the problem

suggests a nonfaxiliarity,with levels of cage:

In the "other" section respondents noted such problems as

"slangy expression" "colloquial usage, e.g. each and every

one". These prohl are of the sane tvte as noted in the

preceding paragr They result from a failure to make the

14

distinction between informal speech where colloquialism al slang

are appropriate; and Loud writing where they are inappropriate

hacime they are less precise and offend the reader. Ohe person

mentioned "semantically inappropriate words" as a problem which

seem to indicate that word choice or precision of vocabulary was

in citation.

In certain abject axe& or disciplines there are words which

have.pecific meanings in that academic context, and students who

fail to use the exact word might be penalized. Subject-specific

vocabulary in many instances hoe to be learned;

Yet another respondent Petitioned prdbleme with appropriate

word choice, particularly with denotative mid connotative meaning.

How extensive this problo is is difficult to estimate' the'

"Other" section was ranked lowest of all problem° in usage. One

person confused usage with syntactic construction ad commented on

the uftt\of ohort sentences.

3. Problems in conceptualization

Probliii Of conceptualization point to the inability of the

writer to conceive the problem, theory or argument, to structure

the written response, ihdte clearly address the topic and

aUdience. The data for preblome in datioWatizath smear in

Tatple S;
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Insert Table 5 About here

Lack of logical developrentwas the greatest problem and was

ranked considerably higher than any other problem. Second was

ideas or arguments not leading to the stated or logical

conclusion; this problem is closely linked with lad: of logical

deve'opment. Paucity of ideas and use of unrelated ideas were

third as perceived problems of conceptualization; RarMintegually

seccod were paucity of ideas, and ideas or argument not leading to

the stated or logical conclusion.

The major prdolem as Perceived seems to he with the

divelament of an argimentive paper, and as part of that

develOpent, Obolce of ideas, aril the orderihg of mess to 161 to

a sound, well-argued conclusion. Paucity of ideas might he

related to the inability to select appropriate ideas and tO offer

supporting or sebehdary ha relabel ideas.

By way of consent one Ns:trident made an interesting mid,

fern the writer's experience, significant statement to the effect

that there is a preoccupation with wanting to please the professor

by attempting to Moot uncritically the professor's point of view.

This person also cameented that argument backings are vague;

Professors would certainly perceive a parity of ideas there

students offer a professor's perspective and drew on nothing else

2
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to substantiate that perspective; The hope of mm' professors is

that students real widely rid develop a variety of perspectives on

an issue; Oslo, prdolem; theory; or area of research; Students

need to feel secure in taking a broad perspective even when it

wild seem to he at variance with that of a professor, It is the

efficq with which the student argues the issue that must he

judged by the professor, and students need to be ware of a

praetor's intentions in judging argumentive writing.

4. Problems in Organization

Problems in organization relate to the actual writing of a

paper after the student has conceived of the argument or thesis.

Problems of careptualization are, of course, manifest In the

actual writinj, but problem in organization occur in the design

and organizational aspects of the written product. The data for

problem in organization are sham in Table 6.

Insert Trial. 6 about here

he most cbilonly perteivoi problem in this area, mccunthig

ars) for the highest rated prOblii, was the indoilltv of students

to organize an argument or thesis; Three other aspects followed:

inability to sUbstantiite 44 eminent or thesis; nonevidenee of an

Intmiuctory statement of Nipper, and nonevidence of a 840111f$1

21
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statement. Careless needless repetition followed as a third

area of concern. Wen ranked, inability to substantiate an

argument or thesis was the second problem as commonly perceived.

Given these perceived problems it seem that students are

unfamiliar with the organization of an argumentive piece of

writing. Part of that problem might be different expectations

it faculty of what constitutes an acceptable format for writing

an argument. Perhaps fealty guidelines would heth. If collegial

agreement On a man format for argumentive witting is not

manaleable, students need to he mote ware of %tat individual

profesmors, or departMents, require as format for argumentive

writing.

In the "other" section one respondent wrote that ideas are

not grouped but are often mentioned in one place, then mentioned

again almost as an afterthought further on There was NOCh

copying; and very little credit given for ideas; StddetitS gib

copy would sew to display an intilitv to incorporate ideas mil

realings into their can thinking;

5. Mechanical Problems

Mechanical problems are those %filch bear little or no

relationship to ccnceptualization or organization of an essay.

Such problems in minor degree would not he cam for serious

comerni in major degree then detract from itat might otherwise be

L2
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a soundly-conceived and well,organiled essay. The data for

mechanical problems appear in Table 7.

Insert Table 7 about here

Spelling was perceived as the most camon problem, followe4

by punctuation. *en rated punctuation was slightly weed of

spelling; tether they scouted for most concern by professsre.

Ah extensive list Of mon spelling errors was compiled fidi

examples offered bi many respondents, ji ii contained in Aependix

C.

Clearly, an stridence of spelling errors in students' essays

is cause fir many professors to question the quality of the

Arguments deoirmed in those papers, MOchanics; %ten they reach

epidemic proportions; probably result in a lower grade than would

otherwise be given if the ace wet was purged 61 such errors..

Grebe (19811, in a study of quality ratings of high School

students' narrative essays, bud that the best predictors of

teachers' ratings were corpositico length and freedom from

spelling errors. Over three different grade levels spelling was

the most powerful predictor of quality scores.

Mary lechanical problem silch as spelling and purctuation

mild be eliminathd if students pccofread their pmPers, ind then

had a good speller and writer proofread the omper alms
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Eleventh-hog camming of assignments usually mitigates agalnet

proof re-fling.

several respondents make ccnuents to the effect that the most

orman confusion was between the use of the cdIon, semicolon and

(Nem. Such confusion would also acme for canna splices affl

run-on sentences. One person mentioned a prablem with the

organizaticn of paragraphs, and the lark of topic sentences.

One professor consented that he really didn't worry abort

these matters (mechanics), het vied singly; "Did van proofread?';

and recamnended that Stddenta e104 their pipers to another person

for editing.

positive Aspects of Student Writing

Education professors are not yet at the point of dismissing

stOdents as being illiterate. When all consents about positive

aspects of student writing were compiled there were 4 1/2 pages of

compact writing, In most instances I will allow the respondents

to spear for themselves; in other Instances I will paraphrase and

sunmarize recurring remarks. Planers after quoted amments

identify questionnaire responses.)

There does exist the temptation to seek a scapegoat for what

is perceived as the inadequate preparation of students to manage

the written language demands of university work. High sChools and

elementary schools are often serve such a function. The belief IS

20

also evident that the university shaild not WO* involved in the

remediation of student writing deficielies. IN university sets

1

its standards - in fact departments. or individual OCONEW deCS

this - and it is up to students 65 meet theM. ShOalji stedenti

need remedial help in writing; as evident in poor grades for

written work; then the seeking of such help is the responsibility

of individual students-.

The issue of university and professorial responsibititY for

student writing standards is one that deserves debate at several

levels - within departments; at the college level; and at the

university level. Several moments make direct or implicit

reference to this issue, The following is an templet

In spite of their deficien:ies students are willing to

write. If elementary arXtsecCulery teachers plied a

little more emphasis to tke disciplins of language awl _a

little less on the enjoyment of langAge, students might.-'"

arrive here with skills that we expect. Schools mar

to have moved from one unfortunate extreme to the other

unfortunate extreme. (041

There also roasts the tendency for faculty webers to cuspate

today's students with those of a generation or sore ago. !tabus

of faculty uto have been teaching for 10 or mare years are able to

develcp this perspective. Ksny consents began with or developed a

ccmparative stance.

(Mike -the 8E1460 enrolled in the university diiriing

the 1960's and early_ 70's, Way's ethilente-recognize

the iiporVete Of the_ proper_ use d the &AMA-
's:gorge,. . are_melding efforts to *rove their

writing sbility; (17)
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I find that marry of the vesent students are gore

consci(xis of writing mechanics. Students seem to he

better able to organize and synthesize material

tesearchol for papers. Perhaps, one can look hark '

ittokitS from the perspective that they WOO to L,how

gage micern and care about written work. (251

Students are writing more languages today and thus there

is a tenienry to mix languages. There is not such a

pricnish attitude that Erg lish is the mly "language" of
expression. (271

Student writing Is generally very good and certainly-no

woise than 10 years ago. A. higher percehtm)e of

students- cure to high reiJOI and university our

expectations mast he realistically lowered dion0What,

1101

I have not noticed-any major Changes over the last five

years but I would like to 84 that _61 quality of

writing does not seem to be getting .tetter, it Is

hi)Libig at best - perhaps slipping a bit. (331

several respondents melted on what they so) as a

ccwiliatory ittitude in student writing: Students, they saw,

maid too mich to external authority in their writing; and this

Attitole resulted in poor argumentive writing, Sometimes the

althurity was the professor; at other tines it was a noted writer;

Hsearcher, or theorist:

Among the students; there_ is a _greater acceptance of

external authority and the value;of subatantiated fact

premises in the develoment of an argument than the

bel ieve' stance of the previous generation. I think

there has been an improvement in the unity. (17)

Wbat I noticed most frequently was a strong opening or

introductory sentence and a strong closing sentence.

(What was in between was the problem.) 'limey can write

alm)st perfectly - even to the punctuation anything

whidi they have been told to 'know' and which they

Interpret as "memorize', (31)

1 0

On several occ ions oomrients were made which compared Junior

(first and second year) students to senior (third and fourth year)

students, after degree students, or graduate students, Such

comments suggested a change in the quality of student argumentive

writing over the duration of their university education. Such

°cements also imply that perceived student writing problems may

exist to different degrees at different levels and that the

problems are really confined to the junior years,

Second year students tend to believe that whatever is

written is true, especially Oat they write themselves.

Senior student. are WC self-critical. 1031

Generally, herlioriting and of words tied are
sufficient. Irks are usually =wed in an acceptable
way, Wig mm tie-the Belot ifortCriailigle paucity of-
ittae in thcit, hat_gant writing of IMO._ of
vc.thuUry _le _generally as 4b1e - dim
that of _a 14 3d I stuierit (generally); Uvel_of

latter _degree) etticlinth' wrlt#ng is generally
higlier_thiri that of *Cord year .level; .Despite

else of the ahMthrTaings. the frequerei Of
those errors genergly Jo _not high for a group. It
mpears. to_ me that a few _Btu:lents require same specific

attention to eve partially Nell. 114)

The comente. Era evaluation an the pretedIng pages fof

the. weetierittairel. 63 not ply to gl.atudenn. In
fmt, at the_ fourth year level_I_ fliiniatitmt product
fairly_ mceptable_products; This does not leen that_

wr itiartility is at _high_levele_11;t_ appropriate_ to
the_g_r_diste level), but that Yet cm camunicate
effectively, (161

Althcugh the miry,/ was aimed Mecifically at the

undergraduate level, some 'faculty (webers teed causes at the

graduate level along with their undergraduate responsibilities
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durin) the sane term. One person compared undergraduate writing

prohlemm to grakiate writing difficulties.

Students at the graduate level do a lardy gib] fob of

reviewing- relevant research. The key prdhlems are

conceptualization_ of the tnOic, organization, mtd

transition...the latter in particular, (181

There were arm contents Of 6 general nature; and these give

a cleat picture of positive aspects of steent writing. These

cuments mild he relayed directly to studenta as a way of

introducing the need to give greater attention to organising;

cal»sinj, and proofreading for improved argamentive writing.

Many_stddents wrote_clearly_aniitoncisely_wh_effective

pararAirvi I recall students who wrote well but not

concisely as their style was more like that of a

fictional 121 writer, On many eXaminatioma I noted that

students had prepared an outline first which usually

resulted in a well organized wry met. -I -never

founl incorrect use of capitalization to he a problem.'

(08)

The identification of "faults" thove [in the

questionnaire) makes it appear that I take a negative

view of the dhilitv of my students to write mceptahle

themes. Such is MT the case. I 'Amply identified

those errors appearing in a small minority of papers.

Most of my stddentst . a) have good ideon 2) WM

them clearly; c) are concise - at the expense of some

fragmentary sentences. (111

Some studerts are able to express ideas freely. Some

use .a style of expression Aid) is fresh and innovative.

(12)

Organization logical, clear, use of examples,

lntroluctory and concluding statements. Concise

answers. Well developed sentences, (151

In marry ways I do not find papers without merit. For

the tin* oir students dedicate to the process of

research and writing, many of the products are

24

carpeWot, iflibt.recaing -quite a few demonstrating a
professional flair, -A-prcblen I have in knowing if the
presentation is-the stdriente-or the author's. Thus the
many strengths I nobi may well lie a micelle,- but I have
seen.epontaneous writing, . I,e, exits that impress me,
Is it their Innate tility to use written language?
(24)

There_are "ant positive_avecta exhibited- in ittident
writing, . There .doel Roo to he .a search for the mit
expressive old expiicit _mems.of. expressing oneself,.
There is a eireelity and an _attempt to mew tembeat
and show, I note the questionnaire his pedantically _

listed all the possible weaknesses Odle it has omitted
to list all the possible strengths of .etudent_writing;
Is is possible that the psticnnaire Is hiased7 (271

Students are able to get their ideas 'cross althcuqh
thole ides lee often restricted to the textbook _
nithor's sumetion or a_resourcureferate or boo, The

majority of students assemble Jorg_miigel theit_ideas_
arourd a topic well, end- devekv their arguments in a
coherent, related fashion,____ Spelling_ and !stile
difficulties, where they exist for a mall nether of
students, may probably arise free the =fusion between
British and American practice (practise), (301

I will era this section on student writing strengths with two

cements, The first articulates a cautionary yet positive

perepective, and the second describes a procedure which seem

worthy of consideration when dealirq especially with mechanics.

It oust be ravatherel that men/ students write very
well, We lead to Rh coirents about students who write
poorly, Many students write excellent menu II goal
orgadzatio-nt 21 -good careptualizationt goad

iiiAicatt6n Of pripbokgIcal loudness ird ,insights ihto
content good ability to relatirmaterials to
self; 5) 01 'Clay to proviile sound ratiiinale and
persuasive arguments tOO substantiate a paint of view,

Because of the.screening prededdrelor iiiisaion to the

core classes th! majority of. fourth year_ and gradilee

students I have taught; kite well If they hiVe

29



problems with spelling I an only camel if spelling

errors vear in essays which Sold have been

proof-read, (I always suggest that pax spellers obtain

help from someone who is a reliable speller, to

proof-read for them),

Handwriting is only a problem if Illegible - in which

cas,i I warn the student involved, that if I can't real

it, I place it at the bottom of the pile, and

consequently will mark it when I'm at-my lowest ehbl

It's in their own best interests to write an that I can

read what they have written, (25)

Professors' Attitudes Toward LarigOege

guarge Attitude Inventory

25

The Language Attitude inventory (rem & Perednke, 1916, pp,

4-11). is not a test, It comprises 38 etiVaments about language

that have been shown to elicit patterns of responses indicating

either a "linguistic" or "traditional" point of view toward

language on the part of thousands of preservice and inservice

teachers who have taken the inventory, The statements offer room

for debate, and ease statements treasure knodledge as well as

attitude; but nevertheless every statement has proved effective in

reflecting respondents' viewpoints.

It is highly unlikely that anyone would respond 100 percent

in one direction or another. Answers most likely reflect a trend

in one direction or the other. (The Language Attitude Inventoer_______________

and Key can he found in Appendix B,)

A traditional perspective min describe a person who aineres

to definite rules of grammar, makes few distinctions between

26,

grainer and usage, uses an analytic oroach to the description of

language, and describes image in terns of correct/incorrect with

referenos to the rules of grow. A linguistic prespeivewculd

include awareness of gamer as distinct from usage, a notion of

rffropriateness and Inappropriateness of language forte according

to situation, id a functional rider than analltic approadh t

the description of language.

Pildlti

A Mil of 28 fealty voluntarily copleud the language

attitude invenbOrt. This represents 85 percent of the 33 survey

returns; a larger percentage than this writer expected! The data

for returns appear in Table 8. All responses but one aimed a

linguistic point of View) one mow= remove was exactly

centered between traditional and linguistic.

Insert Table 8 about here

The results are as one might moot song a university

frailty of teacher educetmrs, Many reepcnients were eager to

debate same statements judging from the assents written beside

thole .stint, Si coments, some of which stood a

predilection to agree and disagree given a particular context for

the statement, -kW a definite awareness of sodiollinguistidi,
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that language cannot he set apart from the situation in which it

wars. Respondents wishing to agree Or disagree with a statement

given a situation were Mil that usage is a fqhtttad Ef the

informal or formal demands of language, in either the oral or

written mole, They saw such statements as neither right nor

wrong; correct or incorrect; but rather as appropriate or

inmproprlate given the context;

Since all responses towed a linguistic point of view I

selected three responsep to look at cloeely. One was the only

response which was centred exactly between the traditional and

linguistic points of view; one was a response that was almost

totally linguistic, and the third was one that represented the

majority response, that is, hawing between 23 and 26 statements as

linguistic and the other 12 to 15 statements as traditiooal,

The respondent who hal 19 traditional responses and 19

linguistic responses was anonymous - his or her department was not

coded, Unfortunately this person answered the questionnaire by

checkmarks but offered no consents except for two Items. Under

the "other" section of problems in syntactic construction was

included "spelling" and 'word usage", neither of Which is a

syntactic featUre. Thie person used the lengthy essay formst in

,laminations, hal students write a review of research per as the

major course sediment, and ranked as perceived major student

writing problems scelling and the inability to organize as

28

ahgument or thesis,

ttie 'typical' response to the language attitude inventory is

represented by a famaltY *fiber from the Depart:fent of Edicational

Piydholtly with 25 linguistic responces and 12 ttailithinal

responses, This perm Mide commenti on the response Sheet but

did not attadh any samptil of student wtiting. or extrairiathio

this professor used Short essay, paragraph, and multiple choice

fasts; In tern of major written assignments a variety was

checked - research review per literature review critical

analysis paper; and conceptual develomlent pqpet,

hajor student problems noted were sentence

fragments /incomplete sentencesi verb tense (wrong form; *roper

sequence; needless shift); carelessly omitted words or parts of

words; lack of Logical develoAent in concephializing a pager,

inability to organize an argument or thesis in organizing a paper,

and spelling,

This person fond mach to say that was positive strut student

writing, .He or she begin by stating that many students write very

well, and that we tend to comment about students who write coorlv,

As evideme of quality writing several points were made -

organization, ccroqptualizatico, 4,11tty to provide sound

rationale and persuasive arguments to olIstintiate a point of

view, and ability tO relate maticiali ba self,

Interestingly, orgfoizatft and careptallatinn were Chaed
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hy many rescxxlents as major problems in stUdent writing, %filch

suggests that these are majior prdblere fiir a minority of students.

That the same aspects are strengths in good writers Is *lied.

This person did not see any major change in stOdent writing

(play over the past five years' student Writing Wiley did not

sea to he getting better.

At the "high' end of the linguistic point of view was a

response frcm a faculty member from the DeparDrent of Curricuinm

Studies with 15 linguistic responses and three traditional

responses. This person has students write lengthy essay

examinations of at least half-hour writing time per question; The

major written course assignment consists of a conceptual

developeent paper. The major writing problems encountered were

sentence fragments/incomplete sentences, carelessly omitted words

or parts of wonis, lack of logical development in conceptualizing

a paper, careless or needless repetition in organizing a paper,

and spelling.

For student writing strengths. this person mentioned that

organization is logical and clear, that students use examples, and

that they include filtrate* and concluding statements. Answers

are concise, ad sentences are well-developed. No other =manta

were given nor were examples of student writing attached or

written.

lb ;hat extent these three are typiCal is speculative.

30

However, there are aeveral differences worthy of discussion.

XII three perceived Ehe same types of major student writing

problems. The "typkill and 'high' linguistic respondentS rated

virtually Identical problems, but both also rated poeltive aspectt

of student writing; In fact; there were aspects of student

writing suds as organization of a pa, titian; and

conciseness that were rated as major problems and as writing

strengths. Ifiis suggests that these two persons considered such

aspects of student writing to be crucial in the development of a

sound piece of academic works they looked for these features in

student

Ifiere were sze differences in the types of examinations and

assignments given, but nothing conclusive can be deduced. Both

'centred' and 'high' linguistic respondents noted that lengthy

essay examinations were used, mile the 'typical' rezoondint used

a variety of examiastion ;motion including multiple choice, Me

'high' linguistic respondent used the conceptual development paper

as a major course assignment in writing! the 'typical' reiiiiindent

used a variety of type°, While the 'centred" person used the

research review paper.

Discussion aid Conclusions

1, Argmentive and Reeportirg Noes

Thiee two tales predominated as the types of discourse
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demanded in coarse assignnents. The major problems relating to

arceptualization and organization of student writing had to do

with the argamentive mode, and to a lesser extent the reporting

mule,

It was quite clear that professors perceived often that

students were unable to successfully deal with the requirements

tor argumentive writing - generation of relevant ideas;

organization of ideas into topical ideas and.supplementary ideas;

trigical develipsent of ideas aid argument; ability to conceive of

and aldress a particular audience; statement of purccee; summary

of arganentl focus on Iasi. Students need to be taught the

reguirensntM of the argUmentive ibdel eel professor requiring

this mode of discourse might be AdviSed be ma son lectUre

outlining the requirements and procedures for writing in the

ail-waive Wier repertiVe e; (43

Perhads a more reasonable approach to teaching students at

is expected in argumentive writing tq to pursue cannon faculty

agreement on an approach to student Argultentive Writing;

Guidelines, approved by faculty, might be distributed to all

students at the beginning of each term. Along with the guidelines

it might be advisable to provide aome models of effective

argumentive writing; these models might he examples of good

student writing from previous years, All professors mull be

encouraged to collect exemplary pieces of student writing which

36
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would be made available to students in subsequent terns all years.

2. Evaluation of Argunentive Writing

When a major written assignment is given it is often

advisable to admonish students of the criteria used to evaluate

the assignment. Where the assignment requires students to UP the

argumentive rode, to .,at extent will the professor evaluate

aspects of the writing such as ideas, logical development, notion

of ridlence, and so am?

If there is a fazury-wide atteipt to develop guidelines for

stident writing in the argumentive Mode as suggested in 11, it

iight be also advisable to deOl4i guidelines fbr evaluatien.

This writer envisicSs an analytic scale (see CObOir in COO* and

Odell, 1971; Fp. 3-311 Where inlidlual professors can *13

eltaentt, WM Where they can differentially weight element%

Wcaording to the particular sObject 1 topic deSmirls,

3; Cctceptutlisation of Ideas

A rooming =Sent was that students develop a narrow

perspective in their %liking; they rely uron a central authority

to carry their :argument; and this reline is often too narrow and

restrictive. Moreover; the central authority is often the

professor who teaches the coarse! This tendency bothered a number

of respondents.

Students need to be encouraged to real widely and to develop

37
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a variety of perspectives from which they can draw when resnanding

to an issue or problem in a per or on an exanination. They

IIONI to he male mare that a soundly-developed and well-reasoned

argument considers as way arguments or perspectives as possible

or as exist; but weighs the evidence; or judges the validity of

meting arguments, and arrives at a well-founded unary

axcludion.

In order to develop the eclectic approach described in the

preceding paragraph students must be assured that the professor's

evaluation of the essay will encourage such an approach. They

dohd not fear that arriving at a conclusion which is contrary to

the professor's stated or bgalied position will penalize the

student. Well-developed evaluation guidelines will help to ensure

fairness in grading an argument that is well written.

4. Proofreading and Editing

Some respondents mated that they advise students to proofread

and edit papers before suInitting then. To at extent this

practice is =Ton is urennen. Students need to be iide ware

that proofreading and editing are essential parts of the writing

process; a first draft of a per Is a working draft; not the

final Siihnission to the professor.

Proofreading Should he first by the writer who backs for

aspes of syntAX, voctalany; phrasing; coherence; spelling; and

38
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mechanics. Then a second draft is prepared and given to a second

reader who reads as the intended audience of the paper. Given .

this type of response the writer re-edits the paper.

Ibis tyce of procedure can be encouraged. Sore professors

might even consider refusing to mark papers that hive Clearly hien

written at the last minute ard lad( even cureary proofreading.

Guidelines for proofreading and editing can he provided when

professars assign major written course reguirements.

5. Greener and Usage

It beam clear from consents made ty retpligenta under the

perceived writing probleas sectGan of the qUestioxisire that sate

cadfusicc exists liehnen grew and usage. Usage items were

described Under the syntactic construction section; and vice versa

ba a lesser extent.

If professors are to be of help to students in their writing

they themeelves need tO be clear as to what constitutes a

synaotic difficulty Or prcblek and what is a matter of poor

dice or intyproptiatt language; though grammatically correct.

Current hart-books Co usage may be of help. Students can also be

directed to consult use hand»aks when wage of a particular

usage or aspect of grams%

However; it is of very limited use to merely paint out a

perceived error or problem in student writing. The person
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evaluating a student p.per needs to he 4le to describe wtry a

Prot) loa ex 13tS, s1 to he tt) h weariest alternations be they

synta:t ic or fount lc.

6, .cnject-Specific Vccabulary end Structure

To a certain extent each subject area has its cm ways of

using holuaje, be they in term of vocabulary or sentence

structures, 540 sUblect areas use proMnriCed lIng6Istic

pattern the language of IV (In educational adelnistration)

uses structures that employ ccnditional clauses( the word

'celture' has very different meanings in social studies end

sciefre

Aspects of subject-specific language need to he taught In the

subject area itself. It is not always possible to Meese that

h(cause a concept is basic to a particular subject that students

will care to the subject already knowing the meaning of the bad

or structure for the concept. The same word or structure might

have a very different meaning in another subject area.

Syntactic demands vary too. In social studies it is often

pKmts!Ahle to write ohjectives for unit planning in term of

wsiteo fragments where the verb begins the eentencer for example

'To have students curpare meals of food preparation between two

different cultures.' lizwever, sentence fragments may not he

toleraol by a professor in English education even when the

,1
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student is asked to develop snit plans: The types of linguistic

expectations vast be conveyed to students in each subject area,

and indeed by Individualprofessors within a sobjeot area;

7. Recurrent Writing Errors

The major writing errors mentioned by respondents have a

history of recurrence. These are the ty of errors that cause

difficulties for students year .after year. Such aspects of

writing are in need of constant and ongoing attention,

In 1971 Disderich found that the foliating errors occurred

most frequently in the writing of American secondary students'

senterce fragment, incceplete aentencei canna splice, fused

sentence,. run-on or strung-tcgether senterces' carelessly omitted

orde or parts of words; careless or needless repetition;

wifective for adverb and vice versa. These errors are listed in

order of frequency of occurrence.

In the survey the most frequently-occurring errors were:

oedema fragment, iromplete pentane; run-cm oritrurg tcgether

sentences' caw splice, hied sentence' pronoun reference;

carelessly omitted 1036:11 CC parts of words( possessives,

The iiillititlie biEeein the ti-46 stadies are striking, It

seem as th000 the SW types Of errors recur in students'

wettings, these aspects of writing-are ptchtly riot develOONStital

and will not disappear with maturity; They present ongoing

41
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problems for students, and constant attention must be given them

by educators, in:Luling university professors.

Smeary

Student writing in the College of Education is in a

reasonably healthy state. There ate recurring errors which need

constant attention, zed all faculty can assist students by

re4ponding to student writing rather than simply assigning grades,

Understanding of the writing process is one important way in

which both faculty and students can better attend to writing. The

writing process includes the conceptualization of the topic, the

rhetorical Ohoices mile in organizing the piece of writing, and

Ole need tn proofread and edit,

Students need guidelines for writing in the argumentive 106e,

and they need to kn:w the Weis in itict their papers tire to be

evaluated. Faculty also need to be familiar with the &Stands of

writing, and the distincth betWeen gramsar, usage, and otter

aspects of language.

Finally, the types of exignatIons mid major assignments set

as coirse requirements are *octant, for they allow stOienti to

either write in connected discourse or not; and they also convey

the irportance and value that the professor places on writing to

learn.

42
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Tanis 1

timber of Foilty Receiving Survey Cuestinnnaires

by Ever bent

39

r

Department Nuter

College Administrabors (Dem, Associate Dean, etcl.

Department of Educational COMMRIC8tiOne* 4

Department of Continuing Education* 3

Department of Curriculum Studies 21

Department for the &dation of Ekceptional Children 1

Department of Educational Pdministration 6

Department of Educational Foundations 5

Department of Educational Psychology 12

Indian and hbrthern Education Program 2

I rd ai Teacher Entcat ion Prog rem 4

Saskatchewanyrban Native Teacher Education Program 3

Intintrlal Arts and Vocational Education* 1

Iota I 13

*In January 1994 these three departients were aMalgamated to form

the OiPatEment of Filmostiohal Communications-, Continuing and

Vhcatichal Education,
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Table 2

Cuestionnaire Return by Department

Department

College Aitinistratocs IDetn, Associate Dean, etc.)

Deputeent of Educational

Departzent of Contiirg &át1

Departuent ofCurr iculuo Studies

Department for the Iducaticri of Excepticnal Cahn

Departsent of átiIAi Painletradt

Nipartient Of &ãt1I&I ikundaticals.

IleparWerit Of MitetWid ikride:Wqy

irdian tni Ibrttiern SW Elan Pray.

intro Tears Editatko Prcgrao

Sekatphewari Urbse Native Utcher education Program

ItidtistriA ids a tuccaticod iducatice

Total

%tier

1

1

15

3

5

3

2

1

33\ _

In ainaury 1984 three three departments were amalgamated to form

the Department of Educational Communications, Continuirml and

Vocational Education.
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Table 1

Prchlems in Syntactic

Construction: Tallies and Rankings

Problems in Syntactic Comlruction

Total Total

Chedteg Weighted

Rankings

1. Slnlerce fragment, incciplete sentence.

2; Ceiba splice, fused sentence (main

classes joined only by a Coda Withcut

a conjanction, cc nothing at all);

3, kl-100 or strung-together sentences

(mnre than two main dated unless

they are short, of the one pattern,

or separated by semicolons);

4. Subject-verb alreement,

S. Proncun-ahtecedont agteemott;

6. Pronoun reference;

7. Verb tense: wrong form; improper

sequence; needless shift,

8. Parallel structure.
.

9. Misplaced modifiers (especially

deputing participles).

46

20 SO

11 47

17 50

17 42

15. 33

15 47

19 15

18 40

14 31

Prc in SynWEid Wifstructteiri

Total Total

theied Weighted

Itini kepi

10, Other(si (pee fixity), 6 10



Table 4

Problems in Usage:

Tallies and Rankings

Total Total

Problem In Usage Checked WOW

Rankinis

1. Carelessly omitted words et parts of

words, especially endings.

2. Adjective for adverb and vice versa.

3, Calfusion of subject and cbjet forms of

paeans "I", "we", "he", 'die' "they",

"who", (Kiny linguists accept "Ao" as

an -object form, especiilly in questions,

hmt "gta" is not ccepted as a sibject

form.)
.

4, "Shall-Will', "6141C1-4ta4".

5. Ahhreviations In sentincei.

6. Contractions (such as '4 't1

7: Possessives: Omitted or misplaced

ostrophe ("her's", "it's", "your's").

A, Other(s) (please specify);

46

18 44

17 40

15 37

--p

13 3O

15 29

14 36

23 41

4 9

Table 5

Prcbleme in Conceptualizaticn:

Tallies and Rankings

Problem in Conceptualizaticn

Total Total

Checked, Weighted

Rank Inge

1. Paucity of ideas.

2. Lack of logical developlent.

3. Lack of ccherence.

4. Ideas cc argasent not leading to the

stated cc 1cgiCil ccncluoide.

5. InabilitY to addrees the topic

or Sublet

6. Ho clear nptieri of audience.

7. Use of unrelated ideas end inkimation.

8. Other(s) (please specifY).

19 57

26 74

18 45

22 57

13 28

12 16

19 26

1 6

45
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Table 6 TAhle 7

Problems in Organization: Mechanical Problem:

Tallies and Ratings Tallies and Ratings

Publems'in Organization

Total Total ,

Chedred Weighted

Ratings

1. Paragraphing,

2. Careless or needless repetition.

3. Indiilltv to organize an argusent

or thesis.

4; inabilito to substaitiate in

argument Of theigr.

5. Nonevidence of an introductory

statement of purpose.

6. Nonevidence of a salary stitSment.

7. Other(s) !plow RpeCifid

18 35

20 51

10 01

24 63

23 46

23 45

n 15

46

Mechanical Problems

Total 'Mal

Checked htighted

Rating!!

1, Spelling (please give nuclei below) . 27 54

2. Purctuation, 22 56

3. Capitalisation. 6 22

4. Indenting of paragraphs. 6 6

5, Handwriting 16 11

6. Organisation of page. 10 16

7. Use of held* and subheadings 15 29

B. Rher(61 (pledge opEcifyi,
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Table 8

Language Attitude Inventory Returns

by Cepartsent and ty

Traditinnil-LinguistiC Point of Vial

Denartiint Traditidial Linguistic Totals

College AdMinistrators 1 1

Departieht of Educaffnal 1 1

Communloationek 1 1

Department of Continuing -

Education*

Department of Curriculum 11 11

Studies

Department for the Education

of Exceptional Chidren

Department of Educational 4 4

Administration

Department of Educational

Foundations

Department of Educational

Psychology

52
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Department Traditional Linguistic Totals

Indio) and Northern

Education Progra

Indira Teacher Education

Education Prcgroi

Saskatchewan lift Native

Teacher Education Piling

Industrial Arts Vocational

Education"

rIbtal 1 27

In January 1984 thete three &portant» malgaated to frire The

Department of Wein' Ekilaslications, Continuing and

VOcatiOnal ldbcatiOn.

t,
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SURVEY OF COLLEGE OF EDIJCATIUN PROFESSORS'

PERCEPTIONS OF STUDENT WRITING DEFICIENCIES

50

. . .

This is a request to complete a survey of your perceptions of under-

graduate students' writing deficiencies; and of the type of writing required

of undergraduate students who cake your courses.

The survey will likely take 30 minutes to complete. Could you please

complete and return it; unsigned; to Trevor Gambell; Department of Curriculum

Studies: by

There Is current widespread concern among educators as a group about

the writing deficiencies of undergraduate students. The concern seems to

be greatest among tertiary educators, particulary at universities and

colleges where academic programs predominate. The problem does not re-

strict itself to Education students either; faculties of arts have expreaaed

concern at least as vehemently as have faculties of education.

Huch has been written about students' written language deficiencies

In the United States and some universities operate freshman writing pro-

grams. In Canada both the University of Toronto, and very recently the

University of Alberta, have introduced mandatory writing tests for all

incoming students including transfer and foreign students. Remedial

,programs have been 6 place for several years in some Canadian universities.

My interest in to determine just what perceptions of student writing

problems have developed among College of Education professors at the

Unlveraity of Saskatchewan. To survey the problem I have devised the

attached survey Form. It is qn!te detailed and I have requested attach-

ments in places, always to be made anonymously.
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I Am A14. lequeslIng that each respondent fill out the attached

Language Attitude Inventory so that I can look for possible matchings

between attitudes to laoguaee and expectations for student Killen language.

I guarantee absolute anonymity in all aspects of this survey; there Is

nowhere on the survey forms whet you are asked to identify the course

or section taught, or yourselI, apart from department and level of course,

I will use the accumulated data to look for patters of perceived

student writing deliciencies, and to determine if such patterns or common-

alltleH match with different types of writing tasks required of students.

The Language Attitude Inventory will be used to determine whether

particular attitude to language matches certain types of writing tasks

required ot students.

My intention is to use this same survey in the Faculty of Arts and

Science, and In laculties of Education on other campuses in Canada and

to Australia.

lb there in questions or concerns please see me (Education 3038)

or i;hunt 14 1-10 1.

Thanking you,

Trevor Cambell

English Education

Department of Curriculum Studies

SURVEY OF COLLEGE OF EDUCATION PROFESSORS'

PERCEPTIONS OF STUDENT WRITING DEFICIENCIES

I. Department and Subject Area

Curriculum Studies

Educational Communications

EAucational Abinistration

E3ucational Foundations

Continuing Education

Exceptional Children

MEP

ITEP

SUNTEP

Educational Psychology

2. Course levei(e) taught

Junior couroe(s)

Senior couve(s)

3. Compu1'.4 course(s)

Elective course(s)

Li
Li

Li

LI

11...

.1.11{111,

Li

4. Do you use examinations which require student to write?

Midterm Yes ...
No

FIntt Yes

S. If students write, what type of examination? (Check major type)

Lengthy essay (¼ to 1 hour writing time)

Short essay

52



Potaetaph

Sentence response

Sentence completion

Multiple choice

Other (please specify)

h. no you use written assignments ne part of course evaluation?

(Exclude prolects and preparation of currlolum materiale),

Type of assignment used: (check major only)

Research paper (review)

Research rcpurr (original)

Literature levfew

Critical analysts paper

Conceptual development paper

Other (please specify)

Yen

NuLl

n

Li

53

/, What are the problems and deficiencies you have perceived and identified

throughout your teaching experience with undergraduate studenta In

their writing?

Please use the lista provided Ind add your own Items and comments.

Cheek and rank order Items wherever possible in order of occurrence,

I hoing most widely occurring,

Also, please attach examples or photocopies of student writings

Identified by course level and department, Feel ftee to add marginal'

notes to point out problems.

13

5

1. (a) Problem in Syntactic COnstruction

I, Sentence fragment, incomplete sentence.

2. ammo splice, fused sentence (main Clauses

joined only by a cook without a

conjunction, or nothing at all).

3. Run-on or strung-together sentences

(more than two main clauses unless they

are short, of the same pattern, or .

separated by semicolons).

4. Subject-verb agreement;

S. Pronoun-antecedent agreement.

6. Pronoun reference.

1. Verb tense: wrong form, improper

sequence; needless shift,

8. Parallel structure,

9. Misplaced modifiers (especially

dangling participles).

10. Other(o) (please speclfy)

_ . 54.

Chid Rink

Ft 11
I-1 El

ri

El

58
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1. 110 Plohlems in thfase

..... __...__ . _

I. Carelessly omitted :4 Of pittts

of words, especialiy 'lngs.

. .......

2. Adjective fur adverb and vice versa.

I, tonlusion of subject and object forms of

pronouns "I", "we", "he", "she",

"they", "who".

(Hay linguists acepet "who' as an

iii form, especially in questions,

but "uhom" is nut accepted as a

subject (orm.)

4. "Shall-will", "should-would".

5. Abbreviations In sentences..

b, tontractions (such as "don't").

1. Possesilves: Omitted or misplaced

apostrophe ("her's", It's", "your','").

Other(s) (please specify)

fc) Problems in C9ceptualloation

I. Paucity of idea,

. 2. Lock of logical development.

55

Check Rank

LIE

LIE
Li H

5

56

7. () Problems in Canceptoallesiipn - Continued Cheek lank

3. Lad 'of Ohirince.

4: ideas or argument not leading to the
L.] El

Stated Or laileal conclusion.

5. Inability to address the topic
11.1 Li

or subject.

6. No clear notion of dlike: LI

1. Use of unrelated ideas and LI El
information.

Other(B) (please specify)

11 I-I

LI LI LIE
III H
El El I-I El

Li Li

ri [-]

(d) Problems in Organization

1. Paragraphing.

2, Careless or needless repetition.

3. Inability to organize an

argument or thesis.

4, inability to substantiate an

argument of thesis.

5. Nonevldence of an introductory

statement or purpose.

LIE
LITI

[1
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/. (d) Ploblemo - Continued

6, Nonevidence of 8 summary statement,

I, other(s) (please specify)

(el

1: Spelling (please give examples below):

POnetdation,

I. Capitalization,

4. Indenting of paragraphs.

5. Handwriting.

6, Organization of page.

/, Use ol headings and subheadings.

8, ()beds) (please specify)

Examples:

61

5

5/.

thiTck 'Rank

LI Li

n Lii

[---1

LI [II

[IITI

El

E

:17

58

8; Whit posItiee -mopeds of stsdest writing can you identify! Use Bola

Of OM criteria from t7 if you vlsh. Please be specific and compare

with other groups of students, or with groups from previous years, if

you desire,

62
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4, flea w 1111 out the attached Language Attitude Inventory. Please do

nit refer to a diet diary; thesaurua, style manual, or any other

reference book.

Also; please refrain (rum dimming the km with others before or

doting your regpoust to the inventory,

Again, anonymity and confidentiality is guaranteed)

If you would Ilke a copy of the key to the Language Attltde Inventory

plerse pick one up from Kiran In the EdCur, office on the main firm.

You will need to photocopy your response before mailing the original

to me,

Thank you,

Trevor Cabal APPEIVIX

Len 'pap Attituck Invenblry alb fey

64
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Luquillo Altitude InvenletY'

Thu inventory it out 4 1111 but rather

la an opportunity lot you to "lawn,

your own 11111%111 -150111 pat:

ticulaely the English language, The

thidynight itatemeno About language

that follow have been shown to tutu

paw' of responses indicating whir a

"linguistic" or $ "aditionel" point of

new tomtit language on the part of

haw Ando of aryl(' and inumb.

iiKhuii.wbä hive Callen the inventory.

Although the aliment' du room for

ebate, and Although some dementia

inevitably mum knowledge Al well 41

Altitude, every statement hat proved

dhow in reflecting respondent'. view:

poems

Simi dui it not a test, thew are no

right to wrong 4111/4411 but only enswin

61

that -Will help you &covet where_ you

stand on _them ..quemlotil now..tt ii

highly Anlikily that anyone would le:

mporid 100 percent in one direction or the

Mho. Your anthers will molt likely

redid a and in one direction or the

other.

Respond to (very- am by circling

Win Alagreel or_D (Lague) in the

WI-hand column, Do not km tenteat

by making halkuclit or by courting

qualifkilione like "maitre to

"maybe.' Either Alm or league with

tech Hama
Following the Inventory you will be

referred to A diumion of. what your

slavers appear to fil(ni 041110001111

you not In look alibi' dtgunion_uniil

you have complittl the self-inventory.)

A 0 I. Dictionartel- usually 'gad Isrigulge that the socalFed but

speakerLand Wiitert 011 nag hid hive old; not whit they will

or shoukluse.

A 0 1. The traditional unions of dehnIng.parteot apeechassch et noun&

adjectivet, od the lilt, ion Inconstant, They Await between

form end function, on the one band, and meaning on the other

A D 3. Lilo should be sad only 411 plepontion. "Winston' tom good

like a clang ohould" U a corruption,

A 0 4. thing moil than one negative to wiong, for it (henget the

thought. Saying "I dill want no muitaid" -really mean' "I want

tome,"

A 0 , Language primarily i hobo of behaviOr bait learned through

me.

A 0 6. WI grammatically incorrect to and an Englith 111111K1 with lb.

preposition 01111 in "Turn the light on.

A 0 7, 511111 on Any one of the this word' in "I'm going home" change'

the meow' of dui sentence.

A 0 6. WW1 11111 111111111111 in Meow/Ives regarding of what the

'puler or listener may think they mean.

A 0 9. "I have two book" might be an approsniAle 'age in English.

A 0 10. Deena toady find, its. word dab n useful el a 'Inviter noun,

in a few you "Thi data is complete" may be Amoy,' ty in

formal, literary ,ge.

A D 11. Cnainmur ia Jcsoplion of those device' by which a language

govern ilie intorrelationolip among woNli used in that language.

D 12. Words belong to only one part of speech, and all their mktum
are borrowed.

0 I). Colloquial language molly includes substandard usage. laxity

grammar, and implement repetition and should therefore be

avoided.

0 14, A diaiect ia corrupt-lorm of a language spoken in a particular

region by people who don't LIMY any better.

P 15. Grammer treats ofilie.pnnciPle$ and imps of lingulge.
A 0 16 The trobook and the dictionary make the.lews of correct usage,

A D 17 We often recognise the end of a declarative lance by a drop

from high to low pitch.

A 0 II To split an infinitive. al in 'I am going to quickly oat my lunch."

_ to acceptable unto it result' in 1141V41.41P111 or 'iniquity.

A 0 in 1 wain Jiank i book" is grammatically correct in English.

A 0 10. 'TM here pencil it mine'. it angrammatical and elwayi wrong

in English,

6

A D U. Meta noel child saw 1 liked a welk," h ham dimonitrated

lock of undentandlni of English grammar.

A 0 it English im t descendant of Latik uni:critind !lie grammar

of Englieh we should understand tht /roma of Letter
.

A 0 23. Underwrites; An Entlimh novice rtquirts only recognizing the

words' and knowing what they am.

A D it Good English It dial torn of "etch which 11 mpproptisit to the

purport if 46 speaker, Ow to Ilw languoge tall 11, and (=-

Ions% toils. speaker al littelier.

A Dzs No living liogswit cot her conlInti Whin arbitrary rule',

A 0 11. The food ptonneelet on Judd III iitlentry le to be avoided

le leo uceptabiellsen the Ilia

A 027 . The Illferuice between night rite And it/me dipendi upon the

prcoundation of the t therlti ',eh word

A 0 it It coo no loop be mood OW 111 mbstanderd forme and lit'.

Pitt palsms us skis die COVIOY CIVIC

A 0 it, Content dung. Itt Vitguagt le moil, not corrupt.

A With do not Womanly or *warily convey to the hearer

what the tbeekir liii hi ant

A D 31. Mr and my old noon both donor. thu mile hid do ftmlly,

hut etch apeweig has dilfwent_conrititiOit .

A 012. Cord speech Ii not that of tlw_peeomer_merisle but whit II cow-

moldy used by educated apedmen and nputible writers,

A 0 33. The chid ago of deteriorstion In !omit has Awry" been
iporane %WIT enosgh mon milt In Wowing_ t word
long trwatir, the ikknary makers end by bowing to this army
of mot

A 034. Englishirammer teicha one how toXpeali and write the Eighth

Impose candy.

A D 33. Poplar on illiterate speech ii frequently Just al clear and vigorous

us more 44114 1441gyilt.

A 0 it With U always o prIputirkao.

A 0'37, Writing speech written down.

A D 314 porno. IhouW always ark the verb n1111144 may when ebin;
Fernlike.

Ste Appendix I foe a 4i10111011 of the Inventory and $ key +grinst which to chick
your reeponsm,

If, now, you have completed and scored your Larval,
Inventory, you may be newly aware of the Many-sided questions- that

lotus!! Mich con tlik You may set, NO, how directly a tewheel
ittitodn toward language can affect *A done with children in Ike

dolmen. Mt tot presents infomution and idea on both language
NU and Inuit, study with children In the hope that you will con-

sider the merits of a lagfulp potni_of vii* for elementary education.

Such a point of view leave; room for plenty of divinity on specific

Immuel but Is, in two, respectful of.langvage u a living thing, A Ian.

smolt point of view moons that the educator wiltiji to learnat much as

possible about language so that ho will understand children's language

behavior better and will be /bit to itlindlate their firther language

development. The historical and general_ information following in this
chapter will contribute to such a point of view.
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Key to the Language
Attitude Inventory

Ikw did you fare? Tie key that follows tells you whether agreement

with each statement represents a linguistic or a. traditional viewpoint.
Counting up and comparing your "Iinguistice7* and "traditionalz" can

provick a gross measure of your point of view toward language. It
should be noted, however, that the labels "linguistic" and "tradi-
bout" refer to ittitudu often held by educators, parents, and chil-
dren rather than to positions taken by professional grammarians. A
number of items might be marked identically by_graminarians who

espouse either viewpoint, while preseryke and inservice teachen hold-

ing cliffs:rem nevvisousts tend to answer dIfferendy from one another.

A for agreement indicates an attitude that is:

1Linguistic 14Traditional '27Traditional
1Linguistic 'ISTraditional 26Linguistic

"3Traditional 76Traditsonal 19-1.inguistk
'tTraditional 17Linguistic 30Ungoistic
S--Linguistic !W- Linguistic 'IITraditional

'6Traditional 19Linguistic 31-1,inguisic
'7Linguistic 20Traill10640 33-41Whti Ofel
6Traditional 71Traditional 34Traditional

'9Linguistic 22Traditional _33-1.1rgtiiitie _

10Linguistic 13Traditional !36-- Traditional
I I Linguistic 24Linguialc 37-- Traditional
11Traditional 25Linguistk laTraditional
13Traditional 76Traditional

Another way to analyze your response* is to examine them.accord.

ing to the Illiree_Of specificity us the statements. Those preceded by a

dot in the key above are statements couched in very specific terms;
the remainder are quite generalized, Respondents* _answers to dug

two types of statements often differ ggnificantly. Mlny times a per-
son will agree with soniitliing as a general statement but seed lint that

his ittoudes Will nut titian agree with a specific Instance of thi same
gentralizatlin; this is not altogether surprising, since Liisgiuge is a very

personal matter. The person_who Jig/tees with the statement; "A.44:.

tact is a corrupt form of a lancuaie spoken . by people_ who don't

know- _biller may Also disagree with ihtistatemenc.'"I have two
book' might be an appropriate usage in English." In the first cast, such

disagreement is linguistic,. in the second it is traditional. Yet the second

is merely a specific example of the first.

This inventory has given you an opportunity to assess some of your

values and attitudes toward language. We could not hope-to discuss

here 4itreasons why a particular response is_construed as "linguistic-

or "traditional" in nature. (You will probably discover that many it
your "traditional" responses relate to conventions you were taught in

school or at home, The term 'traditional grammar," in fact, indicates
that this is the traditionally accepted view of language.) Instead, you

will notice_ the rationale for classifications such as- "linguistic" and
"'traditional" _unfolding throughout the chapters of _this_ boa: We
hive you will go beyond the selFassessment provided Ly_ this in.
ventory to examine and evaluate your own Feelings about language

in continuing discussion tight your classmates or colleagues.
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APPENDIX C

Student Spelling Scrota

BEST COPY NEALE





SPELLING us

o't spd 1! 1111, JP! qlven in parentheses for student

In dot,. (,,cormulatei

(araionic)

wuIiy (awkwardly)

Alote (alluire)

alInnumm (alai:wit)

311,1Zeirk'fit (arkizeiPent

tfll (4inexl

AwA, 0:; kits,kun

cuncerne (ern)

caresus (onsets ip,)

only ing Conniving)

onscicuss (onscicus)

cx1y (cmily)

curios (air loos)

cur rousitv (cur losi+ vl

(woos it

Ao, uatim (anticipation) adlnately

4;liost IJIluired)

winfnent 1,,aquont)

...yjmWir ion lassimilat ion)

i.err it Lai (keno hclall

irnifit (1441fit)

II irA)jusl

bteithe Ihfellfil

iglilit.A (bulletin)

wdlefoli

lt Aqui we (cdtpor

ifet Froth,

tief inatsly (def initely)

tief inetely

ifhuiU

*elope 0-evelopl

tWairit (dittiONM

d (di term)

dipicts (depicts)

dl rI Id isapointed)

(disaireel

chur Inn durhrI

etionse ( enharcei

cer tian (certain)

ciriculati

cirricarra (curricu1ir

cirriculis

eviderat levidercel

exittirq (esciting)

furxilmentals (funlarental

grasser (greaser)

halericus (hilarious)

hopped (hcped)

mate (innate)

independence (independence)

lluercial (influential)

loyfullness (joytulnessl

cblivient (oblivious)

nine (cpenings)

parrallel (parallel)

payed (pa(d)

pc/rige (porridge)

prescence (presence)

proceeciares (prccedures)

prcpebly (prcbably)

wieve (receive)

repatoire (repertoire)

envolve (inyclvel

equipteent (equip:tint)

escpected expected)

muted (escorted

excercises (exercises)

explaination (esplautico1

egallnatLon

gragalingl§ralingl

!visit (helmet)

hurcurcus (husorols1

inclued (included)

independent (independentl

intrest (interest)

(likelihocd1

cccured (cccurredI

opthilStiOly (optiiiitiCally)

particularily (particularly)

percleve (perceive)

poeative (positive)

privelage (privileie)

priviledge

prcpell (prcpell

relevant (relevantI

repetative (repetitive)
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repoire (repair!

salty (safety)

smth (soothe)

spexh (speech)

spys (spies)

gauche istr.imieb)

thernoret re them ire te r)

traely (tru)y)

assually

virt ' (vertically)

u

responsibility (responsibility)

schreach (screech)

souse (source)

pecificly (specifically)

stich (stitch)

struted (atrattedi

thcurcughly Ithofoughly1

ulser (ulcer)

vegitatIon (vegetation)

tr

APPEIMIX D

Exanples of Student Writing Errors and Problems
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MUMS IN SYNTACTIC CENSITIIIIICN

I. Sentence Fragment, Incoplert Sentence

"The advantage of this Is that It gives children an

olipoltunity to discover,"

"Peihips In the introduction to her lemon."

"The only disadvantmge I can think of is that if a teacher

uses It in a way that doesn't allow the child to explore,

end plays the part-of a Fcctrayer of all knowIlmige (Also

misuse Of conjunction and preposition):

'Student are given the opportunity to actively

participate.'

Coma Splice, TOO Sentence

(Main clam_ joined_ 04 try_ a amnia conjurction,

or joined with nothing at alit.

"The teacher should also be a F03.18116 tas.foIlod, .

therefore when speak* to children one ehofild.use rich
Wavle with little (sic) faults.' (Alm usage);

lead poem for the last tine-, a student is asked to read.'

"The WA important was iv handwriting, it_ is not

consistent or legible enough for the children."

"An exercise is heckled to !students. this exercise is taken

from their workbook,"

"This exercise was runoff on a ditto machine; it wt5 not

as clear as it could have been.'

"Inform them (pupils) that didn't use energy to fall

into the stream, he did not ,4 this himself, it simply

happened to him,"

"I feel there could have been many f aeons for this these

was a s6hatitute teacher there day and Most of the

children were unse , it was Friday aternoon, a

Class was having a period of skating outside the window,

the leSson may have been too long."

70

3; R4h-tai _or Strung-together linteites

(Ndre than two main clauses unless they are short, of the

oisae pitternr or separated-by iemIColdhs).-

'Mile and was expeCtidAb grow u? ihd he likelother

and same for the gale child hi had to grouup and be like

father.'

4; Subject -verb Agreement

"()OestVes and wooers is %tat a scientist lives for,"

'A cosparthon 1 past and present events were made.'

5; Pronoun-antecedent Agreelent

!Apra:min way's society has many problems they will

have to face,"

laCb PDX facws_the_same_sequence but the rate at

which they progress varies greatly.'

'Each group will present their list.'

'Give everyone a chance for their own opinion.'

"Each of the ;hues are related,'

"If I am simply to_point out all the chills (sic) mistakes

and ask him to re,...copy_his story they are not gaining

anything.' (Alma usage).

"I wanted to allow each child a greater opportuniti to tell

their story."

it you love mine they 4f0 beautiful tn

'It is through mist sr it lm that one gains insight into

themselves.'

6; Pronoun Reference

". for this exercise tO net of value fa meet really gat

Involve? in h04 and what you toter into the Journal.'

1; verb Mai wrong for 'scamper sand 4117. 1101)Ffifi shift

"If I. was _to record the rilfferrint_ types of_ hum

behaviour into a microchip and store it may for future
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generations to see Is sue that they couldn't undeistand

many of the actions." 'hien pronoun - antecedent agrecment).

8. Misplaced halifier (elwIcially dangling participies)

"Mainly because of the time and experience factors.'

9. Misplace! Clause or Phrase

*Ilie best way and the only if you wish them to talk is to

only have one budgie per class.'

"The students shouW understand the processes and skills of

science so that they can (ask) for opinions and gather data

using scientific methods rd not bast iheir theories and

irfeas upon the supernaturil mid improve concepts.'

10. Others: Misuse Of Prepositions and Cenj,2nctions; Split

Verb Phrases

"The_students look at ideas of what the anaders are they

are looking for."

". plus a larger container which they can aid a

specific aunt of water in.'

. will hopefully begin.'

%WS ig en area which I will have to give a great deal of

thought."

"Children's minds are a treasury for imaglnative events,

stories, etc, and what an excellent vehicle for one to

monopolize on,"

. those times were usually periods in my life which

were unsure.'

II. Redundary/Pepetition

", . . and probably pot of much interest to many except for

to smelody who wanted . ."

to get off of the train.' (Also usage).

". . it allods)re to reflect beck on the past,'

72

This compilation presents a variety of problems including comma

splice, usage-, word choice, lad of sentential Oclitrence,

inomplete sentences, misuse of prepositions, split verb

phrases, and combinations of these;

The course lathe first year compulsory Education course.
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Subject: Education 100.6 Liberties with the Languagel

Erm tire to time, you have asked arto prc Ide You with

samples of the sorts of things that Education 100 students

write which raise my eyebrows. Here are a few drion free three

days of festive marking.

"He ::;;plalhell every part separately also giving us a

derunstration on how the act was supposed to be preformed."

'reaching practices which I wo uld try to implicate into my

stamlards are clearer communication instituted towards my

eIaSt-."

"Discipline can be ennucited in different aspects."

"conglomerating all these different teaching practices I

feel that i as a person or a teacher may be deficient in save

areas.'

'Most students only know one languale_ and if _I could

better their vccallilary the better it wad be for thee,"

"Mere are some other deficiences I would like to rid

myself off,"

'In the next three years I hopefully can improve of these

areas so tht 1 can bemire a better teacher and for the most a

better person.'

"Me extra cost to hire extra staff or maybe it's jot

that the teacher doesn't want to go through all the extra

wurk."

"I seen in the Wools and wee stressed try my teacher that

the students look up to you as a source of information."

=

"I hope to rid myself of any discriminate thoughts."

"In keep ycur body disciplined if you happen to be a Phys

Ed tewher as I an for if the students in far superior shape

than yourself, how can they be taught about fitness."

"The two subjects I've choosen to discuss from oir student

presentations are H. Ro,Th and Salvador Dail. They are both

artist who ancliering the differerces in time have

similarities In their works."

74

"There are good teaching qualities one must process_ Of

obtain within the next three to four years to hem a gruel

teach, I pccess some of the qualities but need to work on the

4r
rest. We can't all be expected to have all of these traits

already, thats why were here."

"Teechers are people and have to be flexible and

understanding to tiwa feelings of their students. I'm flexible

bUt-teiChing is difference boo flexible is a person suppose to

1)0-."

One student managed to put J Chicago In her place!

"However she may-as an artist he introduced into the

ciriculum but it would be highly unlikely to see her 'Diner

Party' in the boot."

Che student One for so many.

'For ma tb *rove, I'll have to read bdoks Which have

intellectual ccottnt in th601.4
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P)cATIoN 100 (ELEMENTARY)

September 1981

Students were asked to write a description of the vast outstanding

teacher they have known. MaIimum length: I pages

Ile is well motivated in everything he does, whether he is within

or outside the schooling system,

16

He has set the necessary goals to develop° thi confidence and respect

of the studilits, and his technique usage is found very affective also,

His unique style of teaching his the students categorize him separate

lhpce examples of student responses are from the first year
from the average teachers.

compulsory Education course. All responses are to the same task

described, A variety of problems, syntactic, semantic, and

usage, is evident.

After school _confident students will come freely with any difficulties

in there studies in that cliss and from other classes.

Many teachers lack.the Important qualities that*. Johnson has, and

without these qualities for the student it would he such of a bother

hiving to come to that class.

This reflection of enjoyment is Olsable th the students.

These characteristics are what make students like their teacher and;

rreate classroom enjoyment.

Aleiehir_thatilirtent to the students and encourages. them; probable

will_build up the students' confidence toot express themselves; to

try harder; and enable them to enjoy what ever task theu are doing.

Bet in. the same way; if 4 .teacher has distrust and is unenthused in

what they are doing; so will be the attitude of the students.

A teacher that has these and other good characteristicswill make

the classroom very desirable for both student and teacher.

This student ent4tlad her essay "A Prominent teacher" instead of

using the term "Out3tanding".;

My interest being with that of a teacher I look back at those who

actually taught me something -- anything.'

Like most of my generation l was brought qp to automatically respect

my elders being those who taught me. Looking back I found that, not

all knew how to present the appealing array of ideas to satisfy my

spent attention.

From presentation right on through to the time of dismissal one found

themselves acutely aware of the surroundings both in mind and sight,

From the respect this man gained with all of his students it lent

itself to the ease he had with control.



11,4 I, a kinde.!-gatton that I waked very closely wii.h during my
1,Vit 1.4 10./k /114 as .4 CAIIIr aide.

m.lac going (I) very cuciting and ,nj.yable, not only
for her class but 'A NO 1.11 het ,nd myself.

She always .ried to encourage' anyone that may lie having trouble.

shemadegnod use of teaching aides that were at the school, such
as learning eentres, ye.% kits, language masters, learning letters,
films, and mutt' other use,n1 activities.

She WAS V01'9 active in th, community and teaches some of her
students 4U Sunday school and figure skating.
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